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Culled from the pages of the horror magazine, Fangoria, interviews and articles survey the writing of

best-selling horror writers Stephen King and Clive Barker and the films and television shows based

on it.
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Received as described. Nice and valuable. my brother like it , This is a wonderful product at an

awesome price point. Out of the packaging, it was ready to use, with no sharpening required. No

tearing, no pulling, easy to clean, and a nice grip. just fine.

Well-written and insightful pieces from the pages of Fangoria magazine (and you thought it was just

a collection of gory photographs!) shed new light on the works of Stephen King and Clive Barker,

arguably the two most popular--and yet diverse--modern writers of horror. How well you enjoy this

book depends largely on how much you appreciate the work of the authors. For my part, the pieces

on Clive Barker's films "Lord Of Illusions" and especially "Nightbreed" are a little too fawning in tone

for two such disposable works; ditto the piece on King's directorial debut (and hopefully finale)

"Maximum Overdrive." But devoted fans and aspiring writers alike should find plenty of insight into

both King and Barker's work methods and even some new perspectives on well-known and

much-loved works. I would have appreciated a more critical analysis, but this book is at least a big

step up from, say, a fan-club newsletter.



What is interesting about this book, is seeing how the subjects felt about certain projects while they

were in the making. Using the benefit of hindsight, the reader has already seen the movie or read

the book - and has formulated an opinion on the quality of the project. "Maximum Overdrive" was

not one of King's better endeavors, so it's interesting to read about what went into that particular

film. It made me a more forgiving viewer, as I could say "oh, so THAT'S what he was trying to do!" I

also watched "Nightbreed" from a different perspective as well. Knowing some of the inside

information, added depth to the viewing experience.This is definately a book from a fan's

perspective, particularly in the case of Barker; however, despite the lack of critical analysis, I found

this book to be an enjoyable collection of interviews and experiences.

An excellent compilation of episodes from the two horror kings from what are arguably their peak

years. The material covers working habits, idea sources, behind-the-scenes movie-making details,

insights into both fans and their profession, and more. Even at this late date, lots of good stuff to be

had here. Don't miss. On a level with Tom Weaver's excellent B-movie interview compilations.
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